
                                                         All Closet Organizing Checklist 
 

Sort:  Pull out all things out of your closet, sort them onto the floor and bed piles that makes logical sense to 
you based on your own needs and lifestyle. Ways to Sort --->  

● Clothes - by garment type (pants, shirts, jeans, jackets, suits, dresses. By color, season, use (work, special 
affairs, casual, sports) by person (in a shared closets) 

● Accessories - by category (belts, scarves, shoes) by season (summer, winter, Holidays) 
● Household items - by category (lightbulbs, tools, adhesives, paper goods, toiletries) 
● Linen - by size, set, color, pattern 

Sort items into 4 piles: Goodwill, Sell, Toss (take care of it right away ), Donation & Storage (place a dryer sheets in the 
box to keep items fresh ). 

Purge : You will find lots of surprises in your closets - among them are items that are obviously useless junk. 
Don’t hesitate about getting rid of them. Immediately grab a giveaway box or trash bag. Ways to purge -------> 

● Clothing that does not fit anymore 
● Stained clothing, towels, linen 
● Shoes that hurt your feet 
● Stocking and socks with runs and holes 
● Any item whose elastic has been stretched 
● Anything broken 
● Mangled wrapping paper, ribbons, gift boxes 
● Outdated, non-working appliances 
● Rusty tools, nails, hooks, and bolts 
● Old, dried paint 

 

Assign a Home : Remember that in order to find a home for each item - 2 things must happen (1.) You have to 
be able to see it (2.) You have to be able to reach it - unless they are long-term items (tax records, home / land 
paperwork) Ways to assign a home - - - - - ->  
Samples: (1.) In a Utility Closet that I had set-up for a client - all “adhesives & tools” (tape, glues, strings, bungee 
cords, fasteners, picture hanging kit, wood furniture kit, rags and tools that will be used for projects. (2.) the linen 
closets I managed for my clients - on each shelf or station off areas for pillow cases, flat sheets, fitted sheets, 
blankets, mattress and pillow covers, comforters and duvets (hang them if you have the room - they take up less 
room) what I have done in the past, I assign each shelf for linen, and for the guest room linen - I fold them in a set. 
First, the comforter, blanket, flat sheet, fitted sheet, pillowcases and fold together - this way you just grab the set 
for each guest room. 
 

Containerize: Ways I use some of my favorite containers - - - - ->  
 Containers for closets  - small wood, corrugated, plastic dresser (for putting in closet under short-hanging 
garments), battery operated closet light, shelf divider (for separating stacks of sweaters, jeans, or handbags, fabric 
boxes (bathing suits, hats, accessories), shelf baskets (underwear, socks, camis, stockings, leggings), wood & sturdy 
hangers, floor baskets (dry cleaning, work out clothes). 
Containers for hall closets - stacking plastic drawers, narrow shelving, hallway cabinet, floor bins, mudroom 
shoe/boot rack, wood hangers, laminated checklist (to help family members remember those last minute item they 
will need for the day - tote bag, backpack, keys. 
Containers for utility closets  - turntables, plastic bins, wire “add a shelf” product, pocket bags, plastic or wire small 
sliding drawers, floor baskets, milk crates and bins, step stool, and tool box. 
 



 
Additional tips: 
Labeling  - containers, edges, surfaces of shelves in linen, utility, pantry closets. Make sure everyone in the family 
understands and follows your system! 
Color-Coded hangers  - color coding makes getting dressed in the morning quicker and easier (work clothes, casual 
clothes, dress shirts, informal wear) 
Ribbons  - tie a colored ribbon on the hangers of navy blue suits, pants, sweaters to easily distinguish them from 
Black. 
Polaroid Pictures  - tape a polaroid picture of shoes to the front end of shoe boxes - with all the various apps 
available, you can get creative with this little project! 
 
 

Assessment:  Wow . . . Look at those closets now! No more of carefully opening up the door in fear of stuff 
falling out. You are feeling more in control of your life - ready to take on the world . . . right? 
But now, we need to maintain that feeling and your closets - Ways to maintain - - - - - -> 

● Daily  - Put things away as you use them! 
● Ongoing  - Keep a giveaway tote on the entry level of home by the coat closet or an area every single family 

member walks by to toss unused stuff, not wanted or not needed stuff (the rule in our home is if you have 
not used it in 12 months it goes!) 

● Regular Tune-Ups  - Every system requires some occasional tweaking, maybe your job or home life has 
changed, someone moving in or moving out. ( I recommend 2 Tune-Ups a year to maintain system). 
 


